OnTask

™

Task Seating

streamlined design | simple function | extreme value

OnTask™ Task Chair
When a simple, effective, and
attractive task chair is the goal,
OnTask is the solution. It combines
contemporary style with simple,
essential functions at a modest price.
OnTask helps keep users on task.
Streamlined design
OnTask’s linear visual and slender
profile blend discreetly into any
environment.
Simple function
Keep-It-Simple is the mantra for
OnTask. Essential features are easy
to use: seat and back height
adjustment, arms that adjust for both
height and width, free-floating back
with tilt tension adjustment, and a
thick, supportive seat. The result is a
simple task chair that puts comfort
within reach for all.
Extreme value
By offering only essential features,
OnTask provides comfort at an
amazingly low price. Yet, it is sturdily
constructed for reliable, long-lasting
performance.
Contemporary style
OnTask defines style with a clean, square-shouldered design. Featuring straight lines with subtle
contours, it presents a slender profile and a sleek, refined look.

Task Chairs
W28 (27 for armless) D27 H35.5 - 43
Seat: W20 D16.5 H16.25-20.75
Back: H20-23 W18.53
COM ydg seat and back: 1

Four arm options:

Adjustable 360º Pivot Arm
(JR30) - pivots 360 degrees,
height adjusts 3", width
adjusts 3"

Learn more about
OnTask Task Seating

Specifications:

Adjustable T-Arm (JR39) height adjusts 3", width
adjusts 3"

Fixed Loop Arm (KR48) fixed height and width

Adjustable Loop Arm
(KR72) - height adjust 2.5",
width adjust 2"
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Task Stools
W28 (27 for armless) D27 H40-50.75
Seat: W20 D16.5 H20.75-28.5
Back: H20-23 W18.5
COM ydg seat and back: 1

